20 minute places
Informing decisions
5 observations on impact

1. Need not numbers
2. Quality of experience
3. Relevant provision
4. Right place
5. Connected communities
How often felt lonely in the past week by age

**Community resilience**

- **Availability** of facilities and amenities – collaboration opportunities
- Capture & timely **communicate** knowledge & data to partners
- **Accessibility** and connectivity – digital, transport, cash
- **Capacity** – community, statutory & third Sector
- **Social capital** – effectiveness and efficiency, long term maintenance

**Community learning**
Distributed network

Accessible space

Wellbeing, kitchen, social

Supported digital spaces

Accessible places

Integrated facilities

Core functions

Covid learning, existing places
Using learning, changing places

Access & connectivity

Community hearts

Community infrastructures

Existing hub & spoke

New distributions: covid hubs

20 min places: connectivity

Public space and landscape

Low carbon localism

Wellbeing, kitchen, social

Collaboration and co-work

Supported digital spaces
Inclusive Growth - Wellbeing Economy – Climate Change – Low Carbon – Social Renewal - Community Empowerment – Resilience
Investment hierarchy (after IIP)

Determine Place Priorities
Proposals should be considered in the wider context of plans / strategies for places, across disciplines, organisations and services, in which there should be clear links between need and priorities. In some instances these will have already been pulled together into Place Briefs, Place Plans or business cases to create wider context underpinning proposed changes.

Prioritise Place Making
Every initiative should be considered from a Place perspective i.e. "how does this project help to realise wider goals/needs?". It is anticipated that these goals encompass wellbeing, inclusive growth and net zero carbon priorities.

Support and sustain existing assets
Proposals should demonstrate how they will support and give new life to existing service provision and assets such as town centres.

Adapt and re-use
Consider opportunities to modify existing assets and resources such as empty buildings or multi-disciplinary teams in Places.

New builds
e.g. a new community campus or multi-disciplinary health & social care facility.
What kind of place is this? Why does it need to change? What should the future be?

What are our objectives? How should we organise? What’s the plan?

Place Brief

Place Programme

Collective Leadership

Anchor Collaborations

Policy Prioritisation

Change Programmes

Tools of change
Influence: right thing, right geography, right reason

- Leverage covid learning
- Create visibility of local capability
- Build pathways and signposting
- Adapt existing underutilised capacity

- Community, social, skills and collaborative priority to hub
- Specialisms in spokes/thematic hubs
- Re-location of services
- Release space for regeneration

- Local provision to meet local need
- Blended provision to bridge needs
- Regional specialisation

Make more of existing
Hub and spoke
Interdependent
5 observations on impact

1. Need not numbers → Place brief
2. Quality of experience → User insights
3. Relevant provision → Collaboration & co-production
4. Right place → Investment priorities
5. Connected communities → Social, physical, digital
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